Traditional
Payment Process

1

Guest tracks down the
server and says they
are ready for their bill

VS

1

Server walks to the
2
POS workstation

Guest reviews the bill, enters the
tip amount, and selects payment
method

3

Guest swipes, inserts, or taps the
card and the final receipt is instantly
printed or emailed

4

Guest has the option to quickly rate
their dining experience

5

The server retrieves the device and
the guest leaves

Server walks
away and waits 4
on other tables

5

Guest places
credit card with
the bill and waits

Server returns to
retrieve the bill and 6
credit card

7

Server walks
back to the POS
workstation
Server processes
the payment at the 8
POS workstation
Server returns with
9 the final receipt and
the guest’s card
Server walks
away and waits 10
on other tables

11

Guest inputs tip
amount and signs
the receipt

Tap to Pay

Server hands the guest the mobile
device with the bill on the screen

2

Server prints the
bill and brings it
to the table

3

$

SkyTab offers numerous
time- and cost-saving benefits:
• Turn tables faster with more guests served
per night
• Increase average guest spend amount, since
reorders are sent right from the table
• Guests don’t have to wait for the check twice,
resulting in a better customer experience
• Prevent negative online reviews: manager
receives an immediate text for low ratings,
allowing them to resolve any issue before
guests leave
• Email receipts, capturing guest email addresses
for customized marketing messages
• Suggested tip amounts result in higher
average tips for servers and better employee
retention

Guest leaves 12

13

Server returns to the
table to retrieve the
signed receipt

Server enters final
amount including tip at 14
the POS workstation
If this routine is starting to sound outdated and
unnecessary, you’re right.

To learn more, visit skytab.com

